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32 Situating the Dead: Cemeteries as Material, Symbolic,
and Relational Space 
Avril Maddrell, Brenda Mathijssen

This chapter explores the coproduction of space and religion through analysis of the material,

symbolic, and relational characteristics of graves and cemeteries. Both space and religion are

multifaceted: lived, relational, dynamic, performative, and processual. Cemeteries, deemed “sacred,”

in formal or wider senses in many societies, embody mortal remains, provide a focal point for

commemoration, symbolize continuing relationships with the deceased and any beliefs about the

afterlife. Studying cemeteries through a spatial lens o�ers insights into contemporary lived religion

and changes over time. Drawing on case studies, the chapter demonstrates the ways in which

cemeteries o�er signi�cant insights into the situated spatialities and wider geographies of religions,

beliefs, and rituals. Varied grave-iconography and texts, and the spatial organization of cemeteries

re�ect geographies of belonging, including migratory and diasporic networks and the varied ways in

which di�erent religions are lived, expressed, and contested in a particular locality and time.
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Introduction

THE phenomenon of death has been of central interest to scholars of religion across time and cultures.

Ritualistic activities around death are often interpreted as evidence of religious behavior, and death is

considered a pivotal source of religious traditions, practices, and beliefs. For many adherents, religious

teaching and beliefs structure the means, location, and timing of the disposition of the dead, as well as the

pre-funeral treatment of the corpse, gendered clerical and familial ritual roles, and other funerary and

mourning practices. This chapter takes the intrinsic connection between religion and death as a starting

point, attending to institutionalized religions, looser spiritual beliefs and practices, and secular expression.

By using a spatial lens to examine the material, symbolic, and relational dynamics of cemeteries, it o�ers

insights into the lived geographies of religion, beliefs, and rituals and advances in our understanding of

space as an important, if previously understudied, constitutive component of religion.

After a short review of the literature on space, religion, and beliefs, the chapter focuses on three spatial

themes identi�ed within cemeteries in various Western European contexts. First, it explores how the spatial

organization of cemeteries re�ects the ways in which religion is lived and practiced over time in particular

localities, through an analysis of how these sites o�er opportunities for expressing, negotiating, and

contesting individual and collective local-transnational and religious identities. Second, it focuses on the

various types of iconography found on graves to explore the relation between faith and material, embodied

and virtual places. Third and �nally, it examines the ways in which cemeteries provide a focal point for

commemoration, symbolic immortality, and for continuing relationships with the deceased, o�ering

insights into the spatial dynamics of practices grounded in lived beliefs about the afterlife. The themes

and subsequent discussion are not exhaustive; rather, they provide a springboard for further re�ection and

analysis of cemeteries as signi�cant spaces of lived and dynamic religious practice and expression.

p. 526

Theoretical Frames: Space, Spatial Relations and Place Attachment

The “spatial turn” in the social sciences and humanities has directed attention to geographical work and

cross-disciplinary engagements with space and spatial relations (Kilde 2013). Attention to spatial theory

necessitates a recognition of the complexity and agential qualities of space and of the intersection between

processual space and temporal dynamics. Time-space frames experience and aspirations, including those

that are situated and expressed in cemeteries. Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to rehearse

this rich body of scholarship, several key points merit brief repetition as a foundation for the analysis of

cemeteries as spaces of religious belief, expression, and practice.

Sacred space is probably the spatial concept most familiar to scholars of religion, although what is described

as sacred space might better be described as sacred place when it refers to sites of religious-spiritual

meaning and attachment (Sheldrake 2001; also see Seamon 2014). Although Eliade (1959) identi�ed sacred

sites as speci�c locations where hierophanic and theophanic events occurred, understandings of the sacred

are contested (Knott 2005), and its geographies are stretched to include sites of spiritual experience,

including pilgrimage routes, mystico-religious and historical sacred sites (Tuan [1977] 2001) and other

spaces shaped by sacred practices (Gale et al. 2015). Cemeteries have been characterized as sacred for several,

often overlapping, reasons, which vary with time, place, beliefs, and norms. The sacred characterization of

cemeteries is usually attributed to one or more of the following: ritual designation (e.g., consecration); the

(religious) status of mortal remains, including the liminal status of the dead (e.g., as ancestors or those in

contact with the divine); the performance of rites (religious and secular; Francis et al. 2005); religious and

secular social norms of care and respect for the dead (Krmpotich et al. 2010); the ongoing emotional-

a�ective relation between the living and the dead; and the related notion that graves are “sacred to the
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memory of ” the deceased (Maddrell 2016b). These varied discursive framings of sacred space-place in

relation to cemeteries are usefully in�ected by other insights from scholarship on space, place, and

spatialities.

Firstly, after Eliade (1959), the scholarship on religious sites has often characterized sacred sites, such as

places of worship or ritual, as discrete and bounded spaces, distinct from the arenas of everyday profane

activities. This idea is re�ected in the sequestration of the dead in many societies, for example, in graves,

cemeteries, or spirit groves (Kong 1999; Teather 2001), whereby the dead are allocated a highly culturally

symbolic space, but are also perceived as contained within those boundaries, both surface and subterranean.

However, this approach neglects the porosity and �uidity of space and the ways in which particular places

are experienced or de�ned, as well as any beliefs in which the spirit or soul of the dead are understood to be

permanently or occasionally mobile rather than con�ned. Secondly, sacred sites may be encountered as

spaces of communication, as a representational space of textual and iconographic expression, and as a site

of individual and communal narratives. These common understandings are useful to the following

discussion of cemeteries, but space is more than a de�ned measurable unit; it is inhabited, lived (Lefebvre

1991). Thus, thirdly, experience of space is encountered through bodies and senses, it is embodied and

performative: the body itself is a key site of religion. Fourthly, those embodied experiences are grounded in

wider cultural, socioeconomic, and political contexts; they are relational and give meaning, creating

symbolic spaces (Massey 2005), as well as a “sense of place” and attachment to particular locations (Tuan

[1977] 2001). This necessitates an understanding of beliefs and practices expressed within the space of the

cemetery as grounded in and in relation to everyday life beyond the cemetery, including beliefs, practices,

and cultural norms. Fifthly, spaces are dynamic, re�ecting shifting natural and sociocultural ecosystems;

thus, despite the longevity of many religious sites, the experience of religious space—including sense of

place, place attachment and the symbolic status and signi�cance of a location—can change for individuals

and communities. While continuities of practice and embedded memory create place attachment (Lewicka

2011), so, too, does the very “synergistic dynamism of place” (Seamon 2014, 1). The character and meaning

of particular sites are, processual, re�ecting dialogic—and sometimes dialectical—processes (Massey 2005).

This is pertinent in the case of cemeteries that serve localities where cremation has become the norm,

thereby reducing the need for burial ground, or those no longer actively used for interments and become

heritage sites; as well as cemeteries in areas where demographic or social change results in the

predominance of di�erent religious or secular practices. Sixthly, these dynamic and processual spaces, so

important to shaping experience and meaning-making, are not limited to the material world. Rather,

human experience is situated within intersecting and coproducing spheres of physical, corporeal body-mind,

and virtual spaces and practices. Thus, within cemeteries, the dead, and those mourning, worshiping,

praying, visiting, working or relaxing there, can be situated within a particular nexus of physical location,

embodied and virtual arenas, with the latter incorporating digital worlds, virtual communities, and the

spatialities of belief (Maddrell 2016b). Finally, spatial relations are shaped by norms and power. Cemeteries,

whether religious, civic, non-pro�t, or commercial, are regulated spaces, and those regulatory frameworks

set normative parameters for interments, representational and performative expression and behavior,

which may be inclusive or excluding of some social, cultural, and economic groups. Other power relations,

which may re�ect or challenge di�erent religious or secular interests, may also be at play in cemeteries, for

example, the in�uence of colonial and national governments (Yeoh and Tan 1995), local social

hierarchies (Teather 2001), and the structural interests of patriarchy, class, and race (Kong 1999).

p. 527

p. 528

Each of these insights facilitates the understanding of spaces and spatial practices associated with religion

and spirituality, including spaces for the dead. In cemeteries, the dead are often spatially situated in a social

context framed by local norms—for example, in relation to family, the religious or secular community,

socioeconomic status, place of origin, place of residence, and language. Symbolically, the grave and the

wider cemetery context may re�ect the norms and values of state regulation, secular civic public space, and
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those associated with diverse religious institutions and beliefs, and spiritual practices: earthly communities

of faith, the transcendence of earthly status, death and mortality.

However, it is also important to note that although the location, aesthetics, rituals, and narratives about the

deceased may have been dictated prior to death by the deceased themselves, these may also be dictated or

chosen by others (e.g. family or religious community) on behalf of the deceased, in ways that may or may

not be congruent with their beliefs, self-identity, and aesthetic preferences. Access to contextual

biographical information about the deceased and their mourners can be highly signi�cant when

interpreting religious, spiritual, and secular beliefs and practices within the cemetery.

Appreciating the complex and dynamic intersecting factors shaping spatial relations in the cemetery

illuminates both the placement and treatment of human remains and the motivations and experiences of

the mourners who are making the arrangements for and, in many cases, continuing in relation to the

deceased through spatialized material, representational, and more-than-representational practices in (and

beyond) the cemetery.

Approaches to Understanding Lived A�erlife Beliefs at Cemeteries in
Contemporary Europe

Cemeteries are important symbolic and functional sites for the disposition of the dead. Traditionally sites of

burial, a signi�cant number of post-1950 Western European Protestant or secular cemeteries also

incorporate a crematorium and provide designated sites for the interment or scattering of cremated

remains. Cemeteries provide insight to a variety of symbolic forms of the transcendence of death. These

symbolic forms articulate individual and collective worldviews, expressed through spatial, material, and

social practices, for instance, through inscriptions and ritual practices at particular graves. Frequently

centered on ideas of an afterlife, cemeteries and sites for the disposition of cremated remains commonly

materialize and communicate beliefs about the continued (im)material existence of the deceased, for

instance, the fate of the soul or (an)atman, in a particular place, which may be in the grave or shrine, or

“elsewhere,” in heaven or paradise.

p. 529

Afterlife beliefs seek to capture the eternal and everlasting, yet they are closely tied to sociocultural

contexts. They relate to the virtual trajectories of the deceased and to the mourning of the survivors in

speci�c time-spaces (De Maaker 2016). In contemporary Western Europe, afterlife beliefs take shape

against the background of declining institutional religion and religious observance (Davie 2000),

increasingly secular norms (Mahmood 2015; Mapril et al. 2017), and a greater presence of varied minority

religions. They are shaped by migration and globalization, and by religious, spiritual, and secular plurality.

Collectively, cemeteries in Western Europe evidence six key trends, re�ective of multicultural postsecular

societies: (a) increased cremation, (b) increased secular practices, (c) more diverse religious and spiritual

practices, (d) increased individualization, (e) growing preference for environmentally friendly disposition,

and (f) greater use of cemeteries as green or heritage spaces. This can be observed in a decline in

expressions of belief in hell or in bodily resurrection, as well as in the introduction and reimagination of

more varied afterlife beliefs, such as the belief in reincarnation or this-worldly imaginations of heaven

(Mathijssen 2017, 173).

Vernacular beliefs about the continuing presence of the deceased can be observed in many indigenous

traditions and religions worldwide (Chidester 2014; Sheringham and Wilkins 2018), but these have long

been marginalized by Western modernist psychology and by Protestant theology, which deems intercession

for the dead as necessary. Within this framework, mourners were discouraged from actively maintaining a

relationship with their deceased (Valentine 2006), the dead being situated spatially and spiritually in a
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Expressing, Negotiating, and Contesting Identities through Spatial
Organization

separate “elsewhere.” In recent decades, bereavement scholars have critiqued the modernist ideas of

sequestrating death and “breaking bonds” with the deceased, and have demonstrated how people continue

to negotiate and transform the biographies of, and their relationships with, the deceased (Klass and Ste�en

2017).

Individualization is evident in a wide range of vernacular afterlife beliefs that emerge as meaningful

phenomena in people’s everyday lives (Ammerman 2014; Stringer 1996), which are argued to be

expressions of a form of lived religion or spirituality. These alternative notions of the afterlife are evident in

the increasingly popular practice of writing public messages to the dead, manifest in physical letters and

cards found at the cemetery and other sites of remembrance, as well as in the virtual arena of online

memorials or social media sites (Kasket 2012; Maddrell 2013). In some cases, the materiality of graves and

memorials are directly linked to virtual memorial sites via QR codes, docking stations, or touch screens.

Curiously, religious studies has given little attention to the scholarship that explores death and

bereavement spatially, although various vernacular beliefs about the presence of the deceased have

attracted some attention. For example, these beliefs have been described as “situational” in that they are

“introduced into speci�c conversations for speci�c purposes,” rather than being connected in an all-

encompassing system of belief (Stringer 1996); and parallels have been drawn between increasingly

common Western expressions of relationship with the deceased and more formal religious practices of

ancestor veneration, including gendered roles and obligations (Day 2012). While this work has re�ected the

ways in which beliefs are dynamic and connected to people’s individual experiences and their wider

sociocultural contexts, the role of space and spatial relations in shaping beliefs and associated practices has

largely been overlooked. The following discussion of cemeteries explores this signi�cant spatial-religious

dynamic through the examination of several international case studies from Western European cemeteries.

p. 530

A Culturally Grounded Approach to Belief and Belonging in Situ

A culturally grounded approach to understanding the spaces of death requires examining belief and

belonging in situ. This section uses �eld observations in a variety of cemeteries to explore particular ways of

situating the dead, beliefs, and relationality through (a) spatial organization, (b) representational or

symbolic spaces, and (c) spatial expressions of continuing bonds.

There are many geographies to be found within cemeteries. For example, above ground, the socioeconomic

topographies of the rich and the poor are frequently evident in the grandeur of grave or tomb architecture

and ornamentation. Despite eloquent expressions about the universality of death and death as the great

equalizer, it is evident that death is not an egalitarian transition but, rather, a socially and culturally

strati�ed one. This is profoundly apparent in cemeteries, which o�er insight to both social inequalities and

the narratives of religious and other communities, and to the relative status of, and relationships between,

religious groups in the past and present.

Intangible afterlife beliefs create visible geographies in many cemeteries, mapping those who hold beliefs

and those who do not and those of di�erent beliefs often in segregated areas. This placing of the dead

represents an assemblage of intersecting motivations, including the desire for remains to be laid to rest in

secular or religiously de�ned sacred space. Being buried in designated or consecrated faith space, for

instance, can re�ect the signi�cance of a ritual requirement for purity, the grave as the site of the �rst phase

of the afterlife, or being in faith community/ communion in death. For followers of fengshui, for example,
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the rules of geomancy are critical to the eternal well-being of the deceased, making cemetery arrangements

a �lial and �nancial priority. Further, by burying the deceased in a designated space, the deceased is set

apart as both special and in special community with those around them, re�ecting a process of

sacralization. Further, as previously noted, the designation of cemetery space as sacred may be the result of

the designation and ritualization by formal religious bodies; by means of more informal or individual

spiritual practices centering on individual graves, memorials, or shrines; or through secular cultural norms

that treat cemeteries as special spaces worthy of respect because they hold mortal remains. These nuances

are explored in the following discussion of situated case studies.

p. 531

Historically, cemeteries in European countries re�ected majority beliefs or had separate zones for minority

religious denominations. The Old Cemetery in Reading, England, for example, founded by a private

company in 1842, was divided into consecrated ground for the majority Anglican Christians and

nonconsecrated ground for Nonconformist Christians (e.g., Baptists and Methodists; Allen 2018). These

designated areas were divided by the physical boundary of a low wall, each with its own chapel; the

Anglicans would pass through the more public Nonconformist area to reach their more secluded burial

ground to the east. In an expression of majority territoriality, the Anglican chapel was located on the main

axis and visible along the entire length of the cemetery; by contrast, the minority chapel was symbolically

set to one side (Figure 32.1).

The erasure of the dividing wall and the demolition of the two chapels are indicative of changing religious

priorities and the cemetery’s status when burials declined from the 1920s onward. The care of the cemetery

was passed to the local council in 1959; plots are no longer available for interments and many “in-

perpetuity” graves are overgrown, and monuments are crumbling, prompting consideration of new

community uses for the site. The cemetery’s architecturally listed gatehouse and the presence of a

signi�cant war memorial are markers of its contemporary secular value, and the cemetery is increasingly

being managed and used as a heritage site and green space. Nonetheless, the presence of the dead within its

perimeter walls continues to give it sacred status. It is locked every night to limit antisocial behavior, and

any future repurposing will be sensitive to its original purpose.

Prior to the advent of secular cemeteries in Britain, the Nonconformist sections were often used as burial

sites for the dead of other faiths, such as Muslim burials in the nineteenth century (Ansari 2007), or for

those without a religious faith. In wider European Judaeo-Christian contexts, those deemed without

(appropriate) faith were often buried beyond the consecrated ground, in the ambiguous “neutral” ground

within or just outside faith cemeteries. In a social sense though, these grounds were not neutral, but were

reserved for those deemed to be on the cultural margins: notably, those who chose not to conform to the

majority theology or faith and those deemed “out of place” in relation to, or in breach of, majority beliefs

and practices (Douglas 1966, 36). The unbaptized, stillborn babies, the unidenti�ed dead, murderers, and

those who had committed suicide, who were deemed un�t for consecrated ground and its theological

reassurance of the afterlife, were typically buried outside the formal cemetery: a literal and symbolic

separation from the majority community in death.
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Figure 32.1

Historic consecrated Anglican and non-consecrated Non-Conformist segregation in Reading Old Cemetery, UK, demarcated by
the dotted line

(Source: Reading Borough Council)

As in the case of the Reading Old Cemetery, the distinction between di�erent communities is commonly

evident in the design and material infrastructure of many cemeteries. An extraordinary example of

negotiating these bounded areas can be found at the Old Cemetery in Roermond, the Netherlands. Founded

in 1785, the civic cemetery has four strictly separated areas: Roman Catholic, Protestant, Old Jewish, and

New Jewish. High brick walls were built between the sections, separating the burial zones, re�ecting

religious and sociopolitical segregation, a practice referred to as pillarization that characterized public and

private life in the Netherlands until the 1960s (Mathijssen and Venhorst 2019, 140–142). A pair of graves in

the Old Cemetery, known locally as the “grave with the hands” embodies the extent to which socioreligious

segregation was mapped onto everyday life and death (Figure 32.2). Laid to rest in this grave are Lady

Josephine van Ae�erden (a Roman Catholic) and her husband, Colonel Werner van Gorkum (a Protestant).

When the colonel died in 1880, he was buried at the edge of the Dutch Reformed section of the cemetery,

next to the dividing wall, an unusually peripheral location for a man of his status. When his wife passed

p. 532

p. 533
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away eight years later, she was buried in the Catholic section, but on the other side of the wall from her

husband’s grave.

Figure 32.2

Grave with the hands at the Old Cemetery in Roermond, the Netherlands

(Source: Brenda Mathijssen)

Their children commissioned a sculpture of two hands joined across the wall, which linked the graves,

symbolic of the continued mixed Protestant-Catholic marriage in death. The grave exempli�es the long-

standing practice of social strati�cation, pillarization, and prohibition of mixed religious marriages—or, for

those joined in a mixed marriage, an insistence on denominational a�liation in death. It also exempli�es 

one (privileged) family’s creative strategy of spatial resistance and circumvention of apparently

impermeable and insurmountable socioreligious boundaries.

p. 534

Similarly, strati�ed relationships can be seen in contemporary cemetery con�gurations, illustrating

hierarchies within families and communities, which are manifest in the position of graves within the

cemetery, the material culture of tombs, and in who is included or excluded from a family plot or from faith

burial grounds. These processes are illustrated in a cemetery in Northampton, England, where there is a

clear spatial distinction between the majority Christian burial area and the Jewish section, which are

separated by a large hedge, and between further separate subsections for Orthodox Jews and for their non-
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Orthodox family members (e.g., spouses). In death, one’s socioreligious status as full member or adjunct to

the community is cemented, the location of the grave spatially signifying religious status and shades of

belonging.

Novel forms of spatial segregation emerging in cemeteries today also o�er insights to the characteristics

and dynamics of postsecular societies. While many such multicultural societies aspire to a politics of social

inclusion and integration, minority faiths and cultural groups frequently deem the right to have their own

separate, dedicated spaces in civic cemeteries to be a sign of social inclusion (Maddrell et al. 2021). This is

evident in many European municipal cemeteries, where separation between Christian denominations is now

frequently dissolved, and the Christian-secular majority increasingly favors cremation over burial, but

where the space dedicated to burial sections for di�erent faiths is growing in number and size. Where

available, these dedicated faith sections are signi�cant to experiences of belonging and homemaking for

migrant and established minority communities, but they can be a source of tension if these arrangements

are not permitted by majority religious or secular regulation (see Ansari 2007; Hunter 2016).

Religion also shapes the subterranean geographies of the orientation and positioning of bodies within

graves. The feet of a deceased Bahá’í devotee, for example, are directed toward Akká (Haifa), signifying the

relationship to Bahá’u’lláh; Christian graves are traditionally oriented to Jerusalem; and Muslims are buried

facing Mecca (though there are regional variations in how the body is placed in the grave to achieve this).

The organization of Muslim graves in the European context is inspired by Islamic eschatology, traditions in

the country of origin, local customs, personal preferences, and the quality of the soil. Typically, the

deceased is buried in a co�n or shroud and placed in the grave by the men of the community. The deceased

is horizontally positioned in the grave to face Mecca—and the grave is either constructed as a lahd, with a

niche dug out on the Qibla side of the pit, or a shaqq, with a niche dug out at the bottom of the pit—and a

block or other tool is used to ensure that the body remains in the correct position (Kadrouch-Outmany

2016). The deceased is then covered—for instance, with wooden planks—to ensure that there is open space

between the deceased and the earth. This creates a burial chamber that, following Islamic eschatology,

creates space within the grave for the deceased to answer the questions of faith asked by the angels Munkar

and Nakir. Combined, the chamber construction and body position materialize the speci�city of the

deceased’s geographical, sociocultural, and denominational attachments.

Although not visible, these underground spatialities matter. People go to great lengths to perfect the

situating of their dead so they are best placed for experiences in the afterlife. Ensuring these spatial

arrangements, and performing the correct �nal rites and commemorative practices in situ, is associated

with aiding the fate of not only the deceased individual but also the next of kin and the faith community. The

treatment of the dead, for instance, may impact the social status and respect for the family or community,

as well as being a religious obligation that can impact one’s own destiny after death. At one Welsh cemetery,

local Muslims dug a trench between the Islamic and heterodox burial areas and lined it with wood to prevent

any possible mixing of bodily �uids during decomposition. Complete subterranean segregation was deemed

necessary to preserve the piety of the deceased.

p. 535

Representational and Symbolic Elements: Iconography, Numerology,
and the Spatial Relations of, and between, Graves

Religious a�liation, community, and beliefs are commonly materialized within the microspace of the

individual grave, which, like other memorials, incorporates material that is both representational and more

than representational. Here, text and images combine to exemplify and narrate the person’s identity and

religious-spiritual beliefs—or those espoused by those commissioning the grave.
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The intersection of local place attachment and faith can be seen in textual and iconographic forms on

graves. This is exempli�ed in graves in Malta, where the majority Roman Catholic population expresses

�delity with, and the implicit or explicit right to the intercession of, a local patron saint. Each village and

suburb venerates a speci�c saint or expression of the Madonna. Each patron saint is honored with lavish

church buildings and celebrated in an annual festa. The relationship with patron saints is part of local

personal-place identity, and for many, especially women, is central to lived religious practice; moreover,

this relationship continues from life to the grave and into the realm of the afterlife (Maddrell 2016a). In the

cemetery at Gharb, on the Maltese island of Gozo, numerous graves reference the image of the painting of

the Our Lady of Ta’ Pinu, who is venerated at the national shrine in the nearby basilica (Figure 32.3). Yet,

despite the Madonna’s status as national patron saint, the graves just a few miles away, in the village of San

Lawrenz, feature more representations of St. Lawrence than Our Lady of Ta’ Pinu (although generic images

of the Madonna are still common). In addition to matters of cost, this illustrates the complex intersections

of relationality to locality, nation, and patron saints, as well as a hierarchy of emotional-spiritual bonds to

local and national patron saints in neighboring locations.p. 536

Figure 32.3

Etching of Our Lady of Taʼ Pinu painting on a grave in Gharb, Malta

(Source: Avril Maddrell)

Maintaining a lifelong and intimate relation with the Madonna and other local patron saints, and relying on

them for intercession in life and, crucial to the discussion here, in death, is materialized in grave

architecture and artefacts. These material objects re�ect beliefs and relationality that transcend the physical

space of the cemetery, and are symbolic of both continuities and apertures between this life and the virtual

space of the afterlife.

Place attachment is also evident in the textual references, iconography, design, and decoration of many

Muslim graves—for example, Arabic text and Persian aesthetics. It is widely believed that visiting the grave
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and praying for the deceased (duas) bene�ts the fate of the deceased, oneself, and the wider community.

Decorating the grave and marking visits to it are also commonly associated with remembering one’s own

mortality and ultimate fate, as well as paying respects to the deceased. Muslim grave decorations o�er

insight to the spatial relationalities of the deceased and the next of kin, as well as with the wider virtual

community remembering him or her, often re�ecting processes of immigration and globalization. On many

Muslim graves in Europe, for example, one can �nd textual references to the Islamic phrase Basmalah (In

the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful). This may be inscribed in Arabic or as a calligraphic

inscription of the number 786, which is the sum of the Abjad numeric values of the letters of Basmalah in

Arabic, thereby signifying geographical and social ties to Muslim communities from India, Pakistan, and

Bangladesh where this text is commonly used (Figure 32.4). The number 786 found on Muslim grave

markers in the United Kingdom is a shorthand expression of faith, of belonging to the ummah, as well as of

relation to a particular South Asian community and heritage, re�ecting (post)colonial networks and

migration patterns.

p. 537

The iconography and epitaph, and the common inscription of the details of the place, region, and country of

birth, articulates and makes visible a sense of local and transnational or translocal belonging and asserts an

ongoing relation to the migrants’ speci�c place of origin and to their diasporic and faith community. Some

Muslim communities also remake aspects of burial ritual in European contexts—for, example, introducing

the use of uniform headstones to re�ect equality before Allah in the Gardens of Peace Muslim Cemeteries,

London; and the placing of candles on Muslim graves on All Saints Day (Wszystkich Świętych) in Poland,

representing a blending of hybrid practices, if not necessarily of beliefs. Likewise, local majority populations

can adopt minority practices, such as the witnessing of the charging of the cremator innovated by Hindus.

Thus, both transnational and local ties and the plurality of the European sociocultural context are captured

in vernacular grave decorations and remembrance practices, re�ecting elements of what Woodhead (2016)

describes as the “de-di�erentiation” of religions and the religious and secular, and demonstrating the

evolution of traditional ritual repertoires to commemorate the deceased.

Figure 32.4

Two Muslim graves at a cemetery in Northampton, UK, signifying relationality to the subcontinent, to Bangladesh, to family and
to the local Muslim community

(Source: Brenda Mathijssen)
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Grave Furniture, Geographies of Belief and Continuing Bondsp. 538

Graves can be marked as spaces of ongoing relationality and continued bonds in a variety of ways. Plots are

frequently purchased well in advance of an individual’s death and are often shared with, or near, signi�cant

others. Relationality is represented textually in words engraved on headstones or other grave markers

expressing ongoing attachment—for example, “forever in our hearts,” “until we are reunited”—but it can

also be expressed through practices such as visiting, praying, gardening, and cleaning the gravesite

(Maddrell 2013). Although these more ephemeral practices can be di�cult to evidence, some are

materialized in plants and artefacts put on and around the grave, such as seasonal �owers, notes sharing

stories and aspirations, or balloons celebrating the birthday of the deceased.

“Grave furniture” usually refers to the stone and iron work surrounding a grave, but some graves literally

have their own furniture, which might be considered an extension of “home” and of the ongoing

relationships between the living and the dead. This is particularly evident in the case of graveside seats. In

one Dutch cemetery, for instance, a wooden garden chair is carefully situated next to a grave. (Figure 5).

Here sits a Roman Catholic woman in her 80s, recently widowed, who visits the grave regularly and talks to

her late husband. The chair is located at “his place,” yet is intimately connected to her home, where his

favorite chair remains in her living room. Their continued relationship after death is expressed emotionally

and materially through these two seats, which allow them to be “together” at the grave and at home.

In addition to the chair at the grave, there is a symbolic semitransparent glass headstone engraved with the

deceased’s chosen epitaph “Always look ahead,” which continues to communicate his worldview to his

family and others. Plants and stones adorn the grave itself; the stones having been collected by the couple

and their family throughout their lives as tokens of remembrance of holidays and outings. Other close

family members who visit the grave have added their own stones. For instance, one was brought from

Australia by the deceased’s sister, and another is from the widow’s sister, who lives in the United States.

Thus, the lives and memories of the deceased and their next of kin are intimately mapped in and through

the materiality of the grave, the wider emotional geographies and sacred meanings of which can only be

fully read and understood by the family themselves.

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that the material, symbolic, relational, embodied and virtual spatialities of

cemeteries and graves o�er crucial insights to understanding lived religion. Cemeteries can be read as

spatial microcosms of the wider society (past and present), and therefore can often be characterized as an

assemblage of static elements, but in fact, they represent an intertwining of continuities, evolution, and

innovation. Their spatial organization re�ects local hegemonic worldviews and practices, and the

interleaving of these with those of minorities. Individual or groups of graves function as symbolic memorial

spaces that both mark the site of mortal remains and re�ect the beliefs, worldviews, relationships,

identities, and attachments of and to the deceased, including local and international place attachments,

religious beliefs, practices, and community.

p. 539

The materiality of cemeteries is a concrete record of spatial organization and an expression of beliefs, but it

also demonstrates how social, cultural, and religious beliefs and practices evolve over time, as is evident, for

example, in the building and removal of physical denominational divides. Cemeteries also embody local

demographic changes, evolving norms, shifting spatial con�gurations, and varied understandings of sacred

space. They allow faith and ethnic communities, as well as families and individuals, to mark their presence

and signi�cance in life and death. Cemeteries thus o�er a space to materialize and govern the expressions of

individual and collective identities, whether by claiming an exclusive section at the cemetery; putting up
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barriers between sections; or creating and regulating permanent and semipermanent grave decorations,

such as epitaphs, iconography, and plants.

In many European cemeteries, the deceased are often conscientiously placed in dedicated sections,

symbolizing their belonging to a speci�c religious or other community, thus making visible the politics of

communal inclusion and exclusion. In a postsecular and multicultural context, such segregated sections are,

paradoxically, interpreted by minorities as markers of wider civic recognition and social integration.

Conversely, heterodox cemeteries, which are intended to be socially inclusive, can be experienced as a

repressive imposition of majority norms. The directional orientation of the grave, or the positioning of the

corpse within the grave, is also highly important for some, re�ecting beliefs about the function of the grave

and the ultimate fate of the deceased. Speci�c spatial-ritual requirements can also encapsulate practices

rooted in the connection to speci�c places of origin or heritage. These include attachments to formal

religious sites, such as Mecca or Jerusalem, and personal attachments to local and national patron saints or

religious teachers, capturing the emotional-spiritual bonds of religious beliefs and practices, and to local

and transnational communities.

Finally, cemeteries can be understood as arenas of representation and practice, symbolizing community,

and belief, including various religious and secular-spiritual expressions of an afterlife. Vernacular practices

of visiting, decorating, and caring for the grave and of talking to or praying for the deceased, o�er strong

more-than-representational-practice evidence of the continued relation between the living and the dead.

Thus cemeteries are, overwhelmingly, sites of relationality—with living communities, with the divine or

universal, and with the dead—enabling mourners to continue to feel connected with the deceased, �nding

comfort, and to craft and recon�gure their own ongoing sense of self and place in the world. However, it is

important to note that only some of these meanings and practices can be read in the material and textual

artefacts of the cemetery. Much of the emotional-a�ective and religious-spiritual meaning and practice in

cemeteries is ephemeral, leaving few traces, requiring interviews or archive work to begin to access their

biographical and communal signi�cance.

p. 540
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